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One week later,
no breaks in
break-incas- e
JEREMIAH JENNE
Chief Staff Writer
LAUREN COHEN
Editor-in-chi- ef
"Still under investigation," is the
word from the Wooster City Police in
the week following the outbreak of
reported break-in- s at the College of
Wooster. But despite die ongoing
cooperative effort between the
Wooster police and Campus Secu-
rity, a police spokesman yesterday
reported that "no major leads have
surfaced."
Captain Jim Foster, Associate Di-
rector of Campus Security, however
remains optimistic.
"I am not going to let up on this
investigation," said Foster. "I have to
go home at night and I wouldn't feel
comfortable unless I knew that I did
everything possible."
In an interview Wednesday, col-
lege president Henry Copeland ex-
pressed that he is, "vitally interested
and distressed," about the rash of va-
cation break-in- s, and added that he
was working to ensure that the col-
lege took every "reasonable" precau-
tion to see that a problem of this
magnitude does not arise again. "I
have asked that every single detail of
what we can do be examined," he
stated. "We want to have as good a
continued on page 2, col. 3
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Bond lecture opens College's MLK celebration;
says King and Malcolm X had similar messages
STEFAN BEELSKI
Staff Writer
Civil rights activist Julian Bond
was the keynote speaker Sunday
evening in the first of series of events
honoring "The Legacy of Dr. Martin
Luther King Jrj Present and Future."
Bond discussed the present situation
of civil rights in American society.
Bond began his civil rights activi-
ties while a student at Georgia's
Morehouse College. He was twice
elected to the Georgia House of Del-
egates and twice barred from mem-
bership by the House due to his out-
spoken opposition to the Vietnam War.
In 1974 Bond was elected to the
Georgia Senate, in which he served
until 1987. Speaking of his days as a
politician, he joked he was a member
of the "finest body of men money can
buy." Bond lamented the reputation
politicians have, claiming it could be
one of the most important and honor-
able ones.
Bond is the host of "America's
Black Forum, "a public affairs pro-
gram and the oldest black-owne- d and
produced program on television. He
is an American University Distin-
guished Scholar in Residence and
Visiting Professor at Williams Col-
lege. He has also previously taught at
the Universities ofVirginia and Penn-
sylvania, as well as at Harvard and
DrexeL
Greek issues under examination
by Board of Trustees committee
JUDY NICHOLS
News Editor
The Board ofTrustees' ad-h- oc com-
mittee toexamine the issues surround-
ing sections and clubs met this past
Saturday at the College to gather in-
formation from various groups on
campus.
The committee was formed at the
October meeting of the Board ofTrust-
ees in response to administrators, fac-
ulty and students differing over the
nature of the section and club system.
At that time the trustees indicated thai
the committee would hold hearings
during this academic year to resolve
issues concerning sections and clubs.
The committee's meetings this past
Saturday are the first hearings that
have been held toward this end. In an
agenda that spanned over eight hours,
the committee met one hour each with
the Greek Life Committee, Campus
Council, two separate groups of fac
Best buys in Wooster
found at Wal-Mar- t, not
the Florence O.
. . . page 4
Students experience
Clinton inauguration
... page 5
Bond said the prospects for the
ClmtonAdministrationare"morethan
encouraging." Explaining later that
evening, he said Clinton invoked the
legacy of Martin Luther King during
the campaign to a variety ofgroups
such as white auto workers rather
than limiting himself to "preaching to
the converted."
Attacking Ronald Reagan as an
"amicable incompetent," charging
him with leading an "assault on the
rule of law" and attempting to erase
affirmative action. Bond maintained
"in some ways, blacks are worse off
than earlier."
Bond believes this erasure has con-
tributed to ethic where people are
more concerned with "trapped whales
in Alaska than babies trapped in pov-
erty in Alabama." He attacked the
practice of "triage economics" while
spending billions to defend Europe
from an enemy that doesn't exist.
Asked about the respective mes-
sages and legacies of King and
Malcolm X, Bond agreed they were
different but suggested they were also
complementary. He said the message
of Malcolm X is "more than an X on
a cap." He disagreed with the notion
that Malcolm X's emphasis on self
reliance was unique, saying "blacks
have always practiced self help," and
cautioning that many people who are
invoking Malcolm X have a specific
"agenda".
ulty members, Inter-Secti- on Council
and Inter-Clu- b Council, a group of
independentstudents, members of the
Dean of Students staff and represen-
tatives of the Admissions Office.
In the faculty meetings with the
committee, faculty members voiced
many of the same concerns that they
have presented in faculty meetings
and elsewhere. Several faculty mem-
bers remarked extensively on the nega-
tive impact of initiation upon aca-
demics.
Other issues that surfaced included
the exclusivity among various sec-
tions and clubs, and a perceived state
ofhypocrisy in which the College will
not officially recognize the existence
of fraternities and sororities when sec-
tions and clubs openly refer to them-
selves by these very terms.
Several faculty members expressed
continued on page 2, col. 3
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Julian Bond speaks on political leaders and civD rights in America.
Guidebook proposal passes after
student evaluations eliminated
LAUREN COHEN
Editor-in-chi- ef
The Student Government
Association's proposed faculty guide-
book, in review by SGA for much of
the first semester, was passed by the
student senate in their Tuesday meet-
ing.
The guidebook is slated to become
a reality before pre-registrat- ion for
fall classes takes place on April 3,
according to the SGA president, se-
nior Michael McTieman. The guide
is intended to provide a resource for
students regarding the professional
credentials and personal methods of
College of Wooster professors.
The guidebook, although passed
by the senate, will be missing the
student response section which had
been the reason for the extended de-
bate over the appropriateness of the
guidebook by SGA during the first
semester. During Semester I, even
Semantic debate continues
over usage of Fighting
Scots'
...page 10
Students seek support for
Wrestling dub
...page 11
members of the committee involved
in the guidebook's creation were un-
able to reach an agreement regarding
the student response section.
After the student senators were un-
able to reach a conclusion about the
appropriateness ofa student response
section in their December 8, 1992
meeting, the SGA decided to ask for
an all-camp- us response by placing a
survey in the January 15, 1993 issue
of The Voice.
According to McTieman, of the
approximately 600 surveys distrib-
uted through the newspaper, only
about 50 were returned.
"The results of the survey were
inconclusive," stated McTieman, who
added that the surveys were not the
deciding factor in the debate over
whether or not to include the contro-
versial student response section in the
continued on page 2, col. 4
News IBriefs
ELISE M. BATES
Assistant News Editor
CAMPUS
Professor Clareson temporarily replaced
Dr. Darren Harris-Fai- n has joined the College's faculty to temporarily
replace Dr. Thomas D. Clareson, professor of English. Dr. Clareson is taking
a leave of absence due to illness.
Harris-Fai-n is teaching one course at Wooster. Science Fiction and Com-
position. He is also teaching a surveyal course of British Literature at Kent
State University this semester.
Harris-Fai- n received his bachelor's in philosophy at Ohio University in
1987, his master's in English from Kent in 1989 and his doctorate in English
from Kent in 1992. His dissertation was on H.G. Wells and thus, he hasaspecial
interest in science fiction.
Harris-Fai- n has a teaching interest in twentieth century British and American
literature. He specializes in cultural studies such as popular fiction and literary
theory too. Harris-Fai-n is currently an Associated University Press freelance
copy editor since 1992.
Black History Month to feature Sisters
NEWS SERVICES RELEASE
A presentation of"An African American Journey" will kick off The College
ofWooster's 1993 of Black History Month. It will be performed by the Stuart
Sisters at 7:30 p.m. on Monday, Feb. 1 in McGaw Chapel. The performance
is free and open to the public.
"An African American Journey" is sponsored by Wooster's Office of Black
Student Affairs and the Cultural Events Committee. For more information
about the performance and other events scheduled to mark Black History
Month, contact Eileen Morrow, assistant dean of students for black student
affairs at ext. 2545.
NATIONAL
Clinton moves quickly into Oval Office;
Bush approves late environmental acts
Bill Clinton was inaugurated into the office of President of the United
States Wednesday at noon at the White House. In his inaugural speech Clinton
stressed the importance ofchange as a way of rxeserving Anierican democratic
idea's,
The United States is preventingan expected wave of Haitian immigration
by deploying boats and aircrafts. This was ordered after consulting aides to
President Bill Clinton, who promised during his campaign to make the process
of application for political asylum for Haitian immigrants much easier.
The Colorado ban on gay rights laws was put on hold when a Den ver judge
refused to enforce it until he heard arguments on whether the law violates the
Federal or State Constitutions. The law that barred homosexuals from
protection against discrimination was passed in November and has been
protested through a boycott of Aspen and other tourist areas in Colorado.
The Bush Adrninistration pushed through several last minute decisions
affecting the environment. One of the decisions will stop the cuttmg of national
forest area in the Sierra Nevada in an aaemp to save the Colorado spotied owL
Another ends the requirement for developers of pesticides to obtain a Federal
permit to test on areas of 10 acres or less.
The While House is demanding the resignation of many senior employees
partly in the hopes that the Clinton administration will be embarrassed by the
inability to fill the offices promptly.
INTERNATIONAL
U.S. continues attacks on stubborn Iraq;
Somali groups sign cease-fir- e agreement
The United Staies-le- d alliance bombed Iraq for the third time Monday as
a result of Iraqi efforts to rebuild their air defense system and their continued
challenge of allied "no fly" zones. Officials say the attacks will continue if Iraq
continues to flout United Nations cease-fir-e terms. President Bill Clinton
stated the VS. policy "will not waiver" with his inaguration to the White
. .1 - 1 - J i--i 1-- 1 A A f TnitAsI KTotirKHouse. Kussa oeueves mat president ousn iaa ,uu
mandates wuh the repeated anyk against Iraq.
Leaden from 14 different Somali factions signed a cease-fir-e and
disarmingof niilitia agreement. The disarming is to start immediately and is
scheduled to be completed by March.
National and international news briefs compiled by
Staff Writer NINA LANY with information from The New York Tunes.
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Greeks scrutinized by trustees
continued from front page
their hope that the College would be
associated with colleges that do not
have fraternities and sororities, since
to them that would attract the kind of
students that the College ultimately
wants.
In response to questions about the
effectiveness of the campus commu-
nity in dealing with these issues, sev-
eral faculty members agreed that the
present governing system includ-
ing Campus Council and the Creek
Life Committee is unable to re-
solve the issues.
In the committee's meeting with
Inter-Secti- on Council and Inter-Clu-b
Council, several students cited a lack
of communication between faculty
and members of sections and clubs as
the cause of many of the current prob-
lems. To improve the situation, ISC
and ICC have been planning a meet-
ing with the faculty.
Many students expressed their opin-
ion that the section and club system
adds an important dimension to the
campus that gives the College a well-round- ed,
diverse profile. To elimi-
nate the section and club system, the
students argued, would be to lose a
vital component of the College.
Security office
reports little
progress in
investigation
continuedfrom front page
system in place by spring break as is
possible." added Copeland.
As part of the campaign to prevent
further break-in- s, Foster is currently
following the few leads he has. The
investigation has turned up no reports
of a lost or stolen "master key." Fos-
ter still refuses to rule out any suspects
or the possibility that college students
may have been responsible. "At this
stage in my investigation I can't af-
ford to close my eyes to any group."
Foster defended security saying,
"If anyone here knows how much
trouble we went through, it is the
student security officers who were
out for long hours trying to prevent
this." Copeland echoed Foster's de-
fense of Security stating. "I do know
that security was operating." He
added. "Robberies occur in prisons,"
and explained that no system of secu-
rity is absolutely foolproof.
There were 1 8 break-in- s over win-
ter break and over $13,000 worth of
property was stolen. The Office of
Security still encourages any student
with information regarding the break-ii- u
m rmtvi thm immediately.
Copeland agreed, "There ought to be
someone on this campus who saw
wmeihin? " A reward of SUOOO is
still being offered to any individual
with information leading to the arrest
and conviction ot the person or per
m involved in the crimes.
Thf, investigation is expected to
continue into the coming weeks.
When asked for student reaction to
the idea of sections and clubs drop-
ping traditions such as initiation,Greek
names and selectivity, many of the
students remarked that these aspects
help to define the identity of the sec-
tions and clubs.
Several commented on the integral
importance of symbols to the groups,
that would make members ofsections
and clubs extremely hesitant to part
with them.
The committee also met with Cam-
pus Council, which was especially
appropriate since Campus Council has
formed its own ad-ho- c committee to
examine its section and club system.
At the beginning of this meeting.
Jack Dowd, co-chairper- son of the
trustee's ad-h- oc committee, discussed
the Board of Trustees' participation
in the decision to form Campus Coun-
cil in 1968. Such a formation, in
effect, handed over most of the regu-
lation ofsocial responsibility and gov-
ernance of day-to-d- ay mailers to Cam-
pus Council.
Since governance of sections and
clubs would thus fall under Campus
Council, Dowd asked Campus Coun-
cil for their views as to how much the
No student evaluations will
appear in faculty guidebook
continuedfrom front page
proposed faculty guidebook.
But while students were"split down
the middle," representative faculty
members of Campus Council were
opposed to the student response sec-tio- n,
citing that such a section would
be detrimental to non-tenur- ed faculty
and to prospective faculty members.
According to McTiernan, the response
was "All negative from the faculty
members."
After discussion with senior Jeffery
Langer, chair of SGA's Educational
Affairs Committee, the committee
responsible for the guidebook pro-
posal, a revised proposal was submit-
ted to the student senators for ap-
proval.
The new proposal outlined a re-
vised guidebook which would include
faculty biographies, a faculty state-
ment, and a list of departmental ma-
jors, as well as the possibility of in-
cluding representative course syllabi.
This new proposal was passed by the
senators.
McTiernan expressed that he was
"thrilled" with the SGA decision. "It
showed that people could put behind
them their own personal feelings and
compromise and get things done," he
stated.
Fust year Amy Menk, a member of
the Educational Affairs Committee
echoed these sentiments saying, "It
looks like now that we found a me-
dium, we're still able to be productive
about this."
But Langer was not as pleased with
the decision to publish the guidebook
in its revised format. "I am disap-
pointed at the lack of support for
student input I think that it is hypo-
critical for those who feel students
trustee committee should deal with
issues concerning sections and clubs.
Campus Council expressed their
hope that the trustee committee would
limit itself to providing a clear defini-
tion for the state ofsections and clubs,
and leave resolution of other matters
ccocerning sections and clubs toCam-
pus Council.
Campus Council looked to the trust-
ees for a clearer definition, instead of
themselves, because such a statement
would deal with the philosophy of the
College. College philosophy. Cam-
pus Council argued, would be the
responsibility of the trustees to shape.
When asked if Campus Council
would be effective in dealing with the
other issues concerning sections and
clubs such as initiation and exclusiv-
ity. Campus Council confidently re-
plied Lhat the work it has already done
and the work it intends to complete
this semester should successfully treat
the issues.
The trustee's ad-h- oc committee
made no decisions from the informa-
tion gathered at the Saturday meeting.
The committee expects to present a
report at the Board of Trustees' gen-
eral meeting in either April or June.
can not be objective and insightful
concerning professors abiliues to
teach, and yet be in a system that daily
gives judgements ccocerning the stu-
dents ability," Langer offered in a
written statement. "It seems strange
not to have student input in a system
that carries great consequences for a
student's life."
Still, Langer believes, "The guide-
book will be an excellent source for
students to consult. He also thinks
that knowing more about professors
credentials will help students to make
decisions about LS.
The guidebook will be available
before registration, but asof now, will
only be available on closed reserve in
the Andrews Library. McTiernan
hopes to establish a few other loca-
tions on campus where students will
be able to look at the book.
Wooster's guidebook will not be
printed for widespread distribution.
New England Summer Jobs!
YMCA Camp Jewell,
Connecticut's finest resident and
tripping camp. "Memories that
last a lifetime" working with chil-
dren ages 8-1-6. Cabin counsel-
ors, specialist in biking tripping,
waterfront, sailing, riding, soccer,
crafts, rock climbing, tennis
needed, as well as Village Direc-
tors. Agressive camp salaries to
S2JX0. Kim and Paul on cam-
pus Wed, Feb 3; Come over and
see us at Lowry Student Center,
orwrite: Camp JewelLColebrook,
CT. 06021 E.O.E.
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International
Week 1993
January 2531
Monday .
4-5:-30 "Careers and Fortien
LmguagttBabcockDtning Hall
--a notessor victor rapacosta,
trorn Kent Jtaie University, will
speak on Yugoslavia Lowry us.
Tuesday ASIA DAY
6:30 Traditional Chinese New
Year's Dinner and entertainment:
tickets on sale at Lowry front desk
Mackey Hall of Westminster
Church House
Wednesday AFRICA DAY
6-6:- 30 Students will perform a
ruumboots dance from South Af
rica, aixi"Malaika,"a Kenyan sonz
Lowrtpu
630-73-0 Professor AkwasiOsei
will address the issue of Somalia
Lowry 120
Thursday AMERICAS DAY
12-- 1 International Jeopardy,
sponsored by SAB; form yourown
teams and win prizes Lowry Cen
ter lounge
5--7 South American dances
Lowry lounge
Friday EUROPE DAY
11-1- 2 European fair Lowry
lounge
5-- 6 S tudents wul read fairy tales
from European aiithoo Lowry pit
Saturday
All day Tne Second Annual ISA
Conference, "The Emerging New
World: Winds of Change" Lowry
119 and 120
4 International Fashion Show
Lowry lounge
10 ISA's Chinese New Year's
Party The Underground
Sunday
7 International Desserts; ndcets
onsaleatLowryfrcotdesk2toc0dk
Dining Room
First-Ye- ar Forum Journal
Deadline for Submissions is January iX
Submissions must relate to First-Ye- ar Seminar
themes of Power, Difference, Discrimination,
Race, Gender, Class, and Culture
Submissions can include essays, poems, journal
entries, fiction, painting, photography, drawings,
etc.
$25 for each person whose work is published!)
NEWS Page 3
Annual Great Decisions
lecture series announced
Six speakers win
address Wooster
DAILY RECORD RELEASE
Dim Plan, a Cambodian refugee,
who is currently a photographer for
the New York Times, will return to
Wooster Feb. 9 to speak at the third
program in the annual Great Decision
series.
Sponsors of the series include the
CdoTcoSia, TheDaily Record,
local businesses and industries and
several individuals.
Pran will speak at Scheide Music
Building on Feb. 9.
The best-selli- ng book and Acad-
emy A ward-winni- ng movie. The
Killing Fields," detailed the experi-
ences of Pran and former New York
Times reporter Sidney Schanberg in
Cambodia when the Kmer Rouge was
committing atrocities there in the late
1970s and early 1980s. Pran, who
will return to Cambodia during the
United Nations-sponsor- ed elections
in May, will speak about Cambodia
and the role of UN peacekeeping.
Pran spoke here during the 1991
Great Decisions series.
The first of six programs, which is
scheduled January 26, will feature
Judge Lisa A. Richeoe, a nationally
recognized jurist, author, lecturer and
activist for human rights. Publication
of her book. The Throwaway Chil-e- n,
thrust herinto the national arena,
and her topic for the forum will be
"Children at Risk: Abroad and at
programs are:
Feb. 2 - Chris Schmid, president of
WORK FOR THE VOICE.
alBXe.WORK FOR THE VOICE. t
Send submissions to either:
Nancy Grace, English Department, Kauke Hall;
Jennifer Lindquist, Box C-21- 24; or
Duncan Jones, Box C-19- 46
Luk Incorporated of Wooster, who
will speak about Germany and its role
in international trade.
Feb. 16 - Walter Anderson, intelli-
gence expert in South Asian matters
for the US. Dept. of State, "India and
Pakistan: Collision orCompromise?'
Feb. 23 - Philip ShuIL trade officer
for the ILS. Dept. ofAgriculture who
has served as a trade officer in Beijing
and Guangzou, China, "China: New
Reforms, Old Politics?"
March 2 - Jean FJshstain, centen-
nial professor at Vanderbilt Univer-
sity, "US. in a New World: What
Goals? What Priorities?"
The local Great Decisions commit-
tee began work on the 1993 series in
September after topics were deter-
mined by the Foreign Policy council
in New York City. Co-chai- rs of the
local college-communi- ty group are
Carolyn M. Dix, of Wooster, and
Gordon ShuIL professor of political
science at the College of Wooster.
Programs are held at 7:30 pjn. on
successive Tuesdays in GaultLecture
Hall in Scheide Music Building. Pro-
grams are free to the public.
Great Decisions topical booklets
may be ordered from Jan Silvey, 224
Oakley Road, Wooster. Cost is $6.
Want to edit
The Voice
nextyear?
COLLEGE
HILLS
4600 Cleveland Rd.
Wooster, OH 44691
1PU
IPO discusses languages in careers
IPO RELEASE
Mbnday,January25,CTJ&PwiHbesponscrmgaw
students on how language skills can benefit in the job market.
Alums from Wooster with overseas experience will be back to share their
insights and shed some light on some possible job markets. Where are they
now? How did they get there? How did their international experience help
them?
A panel discussion followed by a question and answer period will be held in
Babcock Dining Room from 4-5:30-p.m.
Informal discussion may also be continued over dinner at Kittredge Dining
Everyone on campus is invited to take advantage of the expertise of the
visiting alums. As always, we hope to see you there! -
I COMPUTER
Workshops offered for computer users
ACS RELEASE
BULLET17T 3
CENTER NEWS
exL 2244.
ACS announces a series of Wednesday Workshops designed to give
computer users a chance to gain basic and advanced knowledge of software
packages supported by Academic Computing. The Workshops begin on
Wednesday, Jan. 20 and the first round is scheduled to run through Feb. 10. All
Workshops are to be held in Taylor 209 and will begin at 4 pjn.
The Workshop schedule is as follows:
O 120 Advanced Microsoft Word for I.S.
O 127 Graphing in Excel and Cricket Graph
O 23 Introduction to the Scanner
O 210 Introduction to the Vax
No advanced registration is necessary. If you have any Questions or
comments, please call Scott Dixon at
If so, applications for Editor-in-Chi- ef are due by
Monday, February 15, 1993. interested students should
contact Deb Shostak, chair of the publications committee, at X-24- 02
For Sale:
1985 Honda Accord
power windows, power locks
$4595
Runs Great, 1 owner
345-520- 0 ask for Chris
345-520- 0
College Hills Honda
Ask for Chris Alghini '92
c
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In comparison, Wal-Ma- rt
Wilson Bookstore
no blue light special
EMILY SILVERMAN
Assistant Editor
I was jo embarrassed. Those guys
made me fed like, wdL a criminal.
We at The Voice decided to do
some investigative reporting. Wewere
wondering who rips you off more
when you go to buy stuff: the Wilson
Bookstore, Drug Mart, or Wal-Ma- rt.
The winner? The Florence O. (see
results). Not only do they charge
more for the products they sell, but
they don't even sell a lot of the things
students need.
Now. about my embarrassment.
Wal-Ma- rt was the first place I hit. and
I didn't think to notify a manager. So
I'm walking around this huge store
wiih a ixxepad and a pen. thinking
nobody will give a damn. I make it to
the other end of the store, where I'm
checking out the light bulbs. I turn
around, and there's this hardware guy
there.
He says "So, how do we stack cp?"
I say, "Oh, you caught me." Hard-
ware guy. "Well, whenever we see
someone in here wiih a pad and pa-
per-
Me: ""Cause I could be aspy righlT
Hardware guy: "Right, or from
another companyhey (motions to
another Wal-Ma- rt employee), she's
do in' a Ralph Nader on us (guffaw,
guffaw)."
So, I asked Mr. Hardware - a nice
man whose name I didn't catch - how
Wal-Ma- rt stays competitive fl sup-
pose I shculd have asked Drug Mart
that question instead!).
"We do exaaly what you're doing
Side by side with Mom and
ZACHVFIT1FUX
Staff Writer
For most students, going to college
means leaving the family. Some of us
feel a bit of regret while others can't
wait to get away, but we all leave.
There are some snidrnn, however,
who go to Wooster wtfhout ever re-
ally leaving their parents behind.
A handful of students here have
parents who are part of the faculty or
staff. For these individuals, going
borne may mean a ten minute walk.
Getting a break from cafeteria food
may be as easy and cheap as it was
back in the good old days of high
school. And communicating with the
folks may be a simple as dropping by
their office.
Over twenty students (which, inci-denta- Hy.
b about 12 of the student
body) have parents who hold some
sort of position oferrmloyrnent at the
College.
Some students might hate the mere
notion ofhaving their parents nearby.
They see college as a chance to get
away and be independent, and don't
want to have to fear their parents
UE
is best buy
Product Wat-M- rt Drag Mart Bookstore
It. 73 MJJJjJ" SO.97 SI.1J Sl.7
ill k nf 1 T Sold to win barm: 4oZtemof $1.14 SI.29 bora & S CS a--cta ,- -Ivory
aoop
fdiTJ?"' SIM SI.79 SJ.24
Xr 4.7 S4.4 No, Sold
4 OB Soft
JV-H-S- SI. 13 SJ.99 Not Sold
WMt
WiakLaaodr S3.96 S3.99 Not Sold
II oa. dUUn , ,
SoBvao SI.27 SI .49 Not Sold
and we buy in bulk."
Thanks, guy.
So I'm almost out the door, and a
managerial-kxikin- g guy comes lum-
bering over. I explained what I was
doing, and showed him my data. Then,
to kiss cp to him (at this point I was
waiting to be cuffed and booked). I
said how great Wal-Ma- rt was doing.
"Thaaanks!."he beamed. And I am
not making any of this up.
Needless to say, I learned my les-
son. The minute I set foot in Drug
Mart, I made a beeline for the Cour-
tesy counter, and told the manager my
eavesdropping on them, or even just
running into them occasionally.
Butaccordingto the students whose
parents hold jobs here, it's really not
that bad. Ron Hustwit Jr.. whose fa-
ther is a philosophy professor, says
that his parents never show up to
check on him without calling first.
His mother also works for the col-
lege, as a consultant at the Reading
and Writing Center.
While he adrriits that he occasion-
ally runs into his parents at inoppor-
tune times (for example, when he
was caught by his mother kissing in
front of Lowry), he says that it's
usually not a problem.
Hustwit Jr. has taken three classes
from his fathers and is planning on
majoring in the same department
philosophy (He is even considering
his dad for an IS advisor.)
While some are skeptical of this
atiaigement, he sees no problem with
it He claims he works three times as
hard in his father's class to make a
good impression. He admires his
father 's intellizence, and is impressed
by his teaching ability. Hustwit Jr.
never had the opportunity to see his
mission, lie listened morosely, and
gave me The Nod CSure, no prob-
lem"). Then I did my business.
Check out the results. I looked
mostly at toiletries and the like -t-
hings that students might have a need
to buy. Price-wis- e, Wal-Ma-rt is usu-
ally the cheapest, but you have to
figure in the monetary cost of getting
there (gas), and the opportunity cost(Ha!Dr.BairoyoutaiightnwelI)of
taking the time to do so.
Read oa But if you go to Wal-Ma-rt,
be careful. And smile for your
mug shot
J
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Dad: When your parents work at Wooster
father teach when he was growing up,
and only knew the partofhim at home
where he claims his father had trouble
putting his socks on the right feet.
Now, he thinks his father is brilliant.
The only major difficulty Hustwit
feels is that, unlike mostofhis friends,
he doesn't feel as if he has completely
He occasionally runs into
hisparents at
inopportune times . . .for
example, when he was
caught by his mother
kissing infront ofLowry
left the cradle yet, which may make it
more difficult when he graduates.
Elizabeth Knorr, a senior, says that
she likes the fact that the family car is
only a ten minute walk away, and so
is any parental advice she might need.
Butfor the most part, she lives her life
and truly feels hke she's away from
home. Her father is the director of
What do you do with a major in ...
English
REBECCA DEWINE
Assistant Feature Editor
English majors are often asked if they intend to teach after graduation.
Although this is certainly a career well-suite- d to the English major, the
alternative career options are endless.
The study of English prepares one to think and wiite analytically. They
are crucial skills needed in any Geld.
Writing is at the core ofthe study ofEnglish, and Wooster alumnae have
used this tool to become editors, free-lan- ce writers, journalists, copy
editors and professors. They also enter the fields of advertising and public
relations, careers in which those involved report to be particularly partial
to English majors.
But a major in English allows for an even greater diversity of career
options, not limited to traditional writing cccupations. The Scots Career
Network, a CD&P list ofalumnae who offer to act as mentors to students,
lists English majors who are now lawyers, presidents of companies,
consultants, and administrators, to name justa few.
Joanne Frye, department chair, said the cpportunities extend to essen-
tially any job you can name.
Margaret Arwood's claim that"language is everything you do"provides
some sort ofreason behind the English niajor'sadapiliry to various jobs.
Daniel Bourne, professor of English, said "kooldng intensely at life and
language in a critical way, conscious about the way that language works,
prepares one to live in a world of misinformation and information."
Rebecca Tremaglio, a senior major who plans to continue the study of
English in graduate school, is also sensitive to the relationship between
language and life. SakI Tremaglio," There is ncrthingrrKre
looking at the ways people use this cultural tool language 10 make sense
of the world."
TremaglxjisamOTgrnanyFjiglishmajorswhoplan topursue a master's
or doctorate in English. Another course of advanced study in English is
the Master of Fine Arts (MFA), a degree which concentrates on creative
writing rather than the literary criticism. April Heck is one senior who is
currently applying to MFA several programs.
But many senior English majors are opting out cimniediateentrymto
graduate school and are sifting through the vast options of careers. They
are prepared for the challenge, equipped with skills of both analytical
thinking and written communicatioa
Another reason one might want to major in English is for the pure
pleasureof nading.TmworkmgonmybookccJlcction, said Tremaglio.
Development for the Alumni office,
and her mother is a teacher at the
nursery schooL
David Conrad, a junior who trans-
ferred from Heidelberg College to
take advantage of the free tuition for
Wooster employee children, claims
that the best part of going to school
nearby home is to get a home cooked
meal every once in a while. His
mother. Ellen Conrad is a Govern-
ment Publications Associate at
Andrews library.
One of the worst things about se-
nior James Foster's parental connec-
tion is the fact that, thanks to a few
people who have a hard time master-
ing the concept of the phone book, he
occasionally gets causfor theAssoci-
ate Director of Security, his father's
(who is also named James Foster)
position.
Why do these students, when they
have the ability to go to anywhere else
they cheese, end up at trie same insti-
tution as their parents? It's often
simply amauer of them liking Wooster
better.
Knorr says she looked at several
other schools, but she always com
pared them to Wooster and Wooster
always came out on top. She's been
happy with her choice.
Huswit also shopped around for
schools and decided Wooster was the
best place for him. "My parents never
pressured rne to come here but I think
they were pleased when I did," be
said.
Foster admits that seeing his father
work here since he (Foster, Jr.) was
five had a lasting affect on him. Both
he and his father wanted him to come
here.
Having your parents on campus,
seldom more than a block away, can
be ablessing and acurse. Parents stay
in their offices for the most part, kept
at arms reach.
Often, thes&idcntsclaim, their lives
don't even cross that much. They're
not much different than the rest of us.
But, most importantly, unlike the rest
of us, these students can stop over for
milk and cookies any time they want
. For junior Mike Mattison, whose
motherworks at the Learning Center,
thebest thing about having his nxxher
work at Wooster is that "she buys me
lunch every Wednesday."
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the reply, through a massive wave of
cheers and applause.
The oath was followed by Clinton s
short 14 minute address, calling for
change and renewal, consistent with
his campaign theme.
Although some historians and jour-
nalists reported later that the speech
was less than outstanding, one could
not tell by observing the enthusiasti-
cally cheering witnesses.
The crowd dispersed after the
swearing-i- n ceremony as the new
president left the
Page 5
Clinton's inauguration: 'Absolutely overwhelming'
Students witnessed
eventfirst-han-d
REBECCA DEWINE
Assistant Feature Editor
In a Wooster parking lot Tuesday
afternoon. Battle Pincus peeled off a
shiny new bumper sticker, reading
"Welcome to Washington President
Clinton," and placed it carefully on
her DC-plat- ed car. Next to her were
bags and pillows piled in a heap in
front of the trunk.
Pincus was going home to witness
the 52nd inauguration of the president
of the United States and she was tak-
ing seven friends with her.
The passengers of the two-ca- r cara-
van were not the only College of
Wooster students who were eager to
take a couple days off of Wooster
academics to witness a historic event,
the inauguration ofWilliam Jefferson
Clinton into the office of the presi-
dency.
Eugene DePasquale, who co-organi- zed
the College of Wooster group
for Clinton, also went to Washington
to participate in the inaugural festivi-
ties, joining fellow political enthusi-
asts he knows in DC. DePasquale,
who said he would attend the Inaugu-
ral Youth Ball as well as the swearing-i- n
ceremony, predicted before he de-
parted Wooster that the inauguration
would be "the ultimate party... the ex-
perience of a lifetime." Seeking to
someday obtain the office of the presi
dency himself, DePasquale declared
that "While Clinton is being swom-i- n,
I'll be practicing. I'll dub in my
own name."
The Pincus group was not quite as
calculating in it's motivation as was
DePasquale. They were largely in-
spired tojourney to Washington D.C.
by their enthusiasm for Clinton's poli-
cies, as well as the excitement of
witnessing the beginning of a new
kind of presidency. Don Tinker said
that it was the "perfect time to wit-
ness Clinton's inauguration, as se-
niors. He has fresh ideas, just like us.
We can identify with his position."
Tinker hopes this "fresh mind-s-et will
help us conquer old problems."
So after a short night's rest in the
nation's capitol, this Wooster group
entered a sardine-packe- d Metro
Wednesday morning and headed to
the West Front lawn of the Capitol
building, decorously covered with
American flags and bunting. Even
with tickets for a blocked-of- f stand-
ing section, the figures on the capitol
platform were indistinguishable to the
Wooster students.
"You set the VCR, right?" one
observer whispered hopefully. Be-
hind the Wooster eight were thou-
sands more strained necks, a dense
sea ofpeople which seemed to stretch
to the Washington Monument.
The audibility was strained as well.
At noon, after some muffled voices
attended to by stretched necks, an
observer asked a friend what had just
happened. "He took the oath," was
Tari-- U Tanning
Wooster's newest and best tanning facility
7 Sunquest Wolff beds Diamond sun bulbs
Wooster's only face tanners
WHOLESALE DIVISION: Beds, Lotions: 262 - 1827
For appointment call 262 -- 1837
416 East Liberty Street In the Liberty House Wooster, OH. 44691
602 E. BOWMAN
264-714- 4
capitol steps to
sign the papers
which formally
nominate cabinet
members and to
have lunch with
his family and that
of Vice President
AlGore.
The Wooster
crowd, excited
W
503 E. LIBERTY ST.
DINING ROOM:
was "almost impossible
not to believe in the spirit
ofhope that everybody at
the ceremony shared. It is
my big wish that over the
nextfew years he lives up
to it."
with less grace,
fought through the estimated one mil-
lion people to find a good space for
the 2:30 Inaugural Parade.
They squeezed their way through
the hordes of people with holey jeans
and fur coats, baby carts and business
suits. They wove in and out of the
sounds of Arkansas accents and the
sights of activist groups and street
musicians. They were side-track- ed
by the lines of souvenir stands, offer-
ing T-shi- rts capturing Clinton on the
sax or The First Cat Sock, baseball
caps with paper ClintonGore figures
MACINTOSH
U SERS
G ROUP
Kpping up at the lift of the visor, and
ttons capturing a marijuana-smokin- g
Clinton which read "Inhale to the
Chief." All kinds ofmemorabilia were
successfully sold everywhere, capi-
talizing ot theQin ton-man- ia Wash-
ington.
The struggle to see the new presi-
dent and vice-preside- nt was the top
concern of the swarms ofpeople. The
Wooster group fought their way
through the crowds, scoping out all of
Pennsylvania Avenue where the pa-
rade was to take
place.
Every sturdy
tree, and some
which were not so
sturdy, were
heavy with people
straddled in the
branches who had
been waiting for
hours in hopes of
; catching a glimpse
of the new leader-
ship team.
Every picnic table, fire hydrant, or
elevation of any kind held anxious
people with cameras. Nearly every
roof and window of the buildings
which lined Pennsylvania Avenue
were full of those hoping to get an
aerial view of their new president.
People were hanging off the sides of
the packed bleachers, and where there
were no bleachers, the crowds were
sometimes 10 people thick.
Tinker said, "We were in such a
massive crowd of people, it seemed
PHONE: 264-455- 4
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I
like every single person in the country
was there...just celebrating.'' Senior
Daphne Corbett observed that within
the crowds, "there was such support,"
for Clinton, with senior Kim Walter
adding, "itwas absdutelyoverwhelm-ing.- "
The quest to catch a glimpse of Bill
Clinton and Al Gore was unsuccess-
ful for some of the Wooster group,
even though they jumped high and
often in the effort to rise above the
heads which obstructed their view.
Senior Rebecca Tremaglio, one of the
lucky few, proudly reported that she
saw Gore's head, shoulder and scarf.
Walter spotted the back of Clinton's
head.
The crowds, though dense and cha-
otic, were unquestionably hopeful and
excited at the prospect of Clinton's
presidency. The call to "begin anew"
was eagerly accepted, and many re-
port that it is now time to see ifClinton
comes through with his promises.
Tremaglio said the experience pro-
duced feelings that it was "almost
impossible not to believe in the spirit
of hope that everybody at the cer-
emony shared. It is my big wish that
over the next few years he lives up to
it"
After the parade, the Wooster crew
began the six and a half hour trip back
to Ohio. They were in Washington for
less than 24 hours, but it was enough
time to experience an important mo-
ment of history. On the trip home,
Walter echoed the feelings of the oth-
ers when she said, "I'm exhausted."
Organizational Meeting
and
Information Session
7:00 PM
Thursday, February 4, 1993
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Weird tales from the
Office of the President
Dale: January 22. 1993
To: Dr. Henry Jefferson
Cope land. President
From: Jeremiah Jenne, The
Wooster Voice
Greetings and salutations
Herr president, I hope you
had a fun and relaxing
Christmas Break. I did too
except for a nagging flesh
wound that my attorney has
told me not to discuss with
35jW
you, just yet
But on to important business.
It's over Doc, we did it. That old
bastard Bush was finally sent packing
in shame and degradation just like
you always told me he would. And
did I doubt you? Never. My loyalty
to you has never been questioned by
ANYONE. When those
hacks at The Wooster Voice
wanted to run pictures of
you from your Mexican va-
cation, is anwho did you send?
And where are those nega-
tives
word
today? The editors and I
squawked a bit but nothing
a little CS gas couldn't my
handle. There is of course now,
still the matter of my fees, a payable
matter which was as ofNew
Years still unresolved. But the
you and I have been together the
too long in this business to-
gether Youto let a little thing
like money interfere with place
our working relationship. business.When are you going id
Travel Writer
Double-cros- s
ugly
Doc
want
money
upfront,
in
coin of
realm.
have no
in this
come up to Armington
again? We've missedyou up here and
I'm sure that campus security has
forgotten about that ugly little prank.
And though I admit it must have been
very hard for that guy to get all of the
feathers off. you'll be glad to know
that the burns healed nicely.
Ah, were those not the days? We
ran amok and killed and pillaged. But
all that was before you got seriously
set on retirement and I got heavily
i i
involved in scotch and poli-
tics --the zenith wasa fleet-
ing moment, a bright flash
of light in the sky that has
now dimmed, but for a time
I thought we would rule
forever. I was just clean-
ing out my filing cabinet
(By the way do you want
the electroshock therapy
records and the Betty Ford
receipt or should I just have
them destroyed?) and I
found your file to be very
impressive. Caesar would have wept
openly and gnashed his teeth against
hot steel to have possessed even 1
10th the killer instinct that you have.
But even though all that's behind us
now we still have work to be done and
questions to be answered. Foryou see
Doc, I feel that you have
begun keeping stuff from
me.
I was not told about
Yvonne's resignation be-
fore hand. I had to read
about it the next day like
everyone else. There has
also been a sudden increase
in the number of high
school age boys around the
vicinitiesof Armington and
Bissman. Is this a sign of
pledge week festivities or
are there darker forces at
work? Is this another side
business that we should
know about? The inner --
workings of a person who
would get involved in such
a sick line of work are beyond my
understanding but whoever they are
and whatever they're up to. they arc
operating on our turf. I thought we
had a strict policy about keeping this
sort of element out of our school or is
it that you're on two payrolls simulta-
neously? And what about the bur-
glaries? You told me that my floor
see page 7. col. 5
pj
Clinton takes Oval Office
not a moment too soon
As I write. Bill Clinton is
preparing to take the oath
of office. It won't be a mo-
ment too scon. Not long
ago, I didn't think a lame-duc-k
presidentcould do any
serious damage in his final
week in office. Wrong.
A Saturday Night Live
skit last weekend featured
Dana Carvey's Bush clean-
ing out his presidential of-
fice. Suddenly the tele
phone rang. More trouble
with Saddam Hussein violating U.N.
resolutions in Iraq. "Bomb 'em," the
outgoing preskkntordered cheerfully.
Cold chills ran down my spine.
It was just a caricature, of course,
yet this is precisely the type ofmental-
ity propagated in America by four
years of the Bush adminis- -
trauon. We ve been desen-
sitized to acts of violence George
against real human beings. shouldA handful of civilian casu-
alties at a hotel in down-
town
left Bill
Baghdad? Thousands Clinton
killed in the 1991 bomb-
ings? leastNo problem. Ifa coun-
try is run by a distasteful
leader, then the lives of that
country's citizens must not
be worth sparing, or even to go
considering. the
The majority of people I
affairslistened to and read news-
paper interviews with (on Clinton
the reactions-of-local-resi-den- ts to dealpages) thjs week re
Bush
have
at
afour-ye- ar
supply
ofExcedrin
with
foreign
mess
has
with.
ceived the news ofrenewed
U.S. hostilities against Iraq with an
attitude of dead calm. After absorbing
a much larger scale war into our
consciousnesses, this latest round reg-
istered as barely a blip on the mental
screen. Some took pleasure in what
they apparently viewed as a sort of
glorified Nintendo game.
It's true that some of Bush's post-defe- at
foreign adventures have had
decent motives. Even the strikes
5iZ vvU"or
Tt-sCS-g. 4vfluVg-- S - T&eV 1
against Iraq were intended
to destroy weapons plants,
a goal that if successful
would benefit the world.
Humanitarian action in So-
malia is based on an inter-
esting, possibly promising
concept, military interven-
tion to save lives rather than
to take them. However, this
is a much more complex
endeavor than suggested by
Columnist the initial proposal to get
VS. troops in and out of
Somalia before Clinton took office.
Obviously itdidn't work out that way.
as not many really believed it would.
George Bush should have left Bill
Clinton at least a four-ye- ar supply of
Excedrin to go with the foreign affairs
mess Clinton has to deal with. Since
November, Bush has
seemed more inclined to
try to commit his successor
to Bush-design- ed policies
than to let Clinton create
his own. The exception is
Bosnia, where Bush has not
carried out threats to inter-
vene. Any president who
does so risks involving the
nation in a quagmire as
unyielding as Vietnam. Yet
standing aside looks ever
less excusable, as misery
and death and nightmarish
atrocities pile up in the
former Yugoslavia.
So far, Clinton has been
quick to deny any differ- -
ence with Bush on Iraq to
avoid appearing weak. But it's up to
.
Clinton now to lead America away
from mindless militarism, and give
equal consideration to alternative
methods of solving problems. Our
bloodthirsty population should be re-
minded that killing people, even in
response to other killings, is indeed a
serious matter.
Let's think before we launch the
next missile.
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Speak your mind
How do youfeel about the recent U.S. attacks on
: P i r ""
"
"'to
ii'V , i i 1 I AMI I L.,,, ., , . -- ....3,1 L L 1
DANIEL PERRIUS
senior
"I think it's important to show Saddam
that we're not going to tolerate him
not complying with U.N. stipulations.
ILettICRS
Don't point finger at Security for thefts;
look for reasonable solutions to problem
So you think that Security hasn't
done enough to prevent the series of
burglaries that have plagued campus.
How would you know? I worked
over Thanksgiving and Christmas
break. During these times everyone
that worked Security worked their
tails off trying to see that people didn't
get robbed. But, unfortunately Secu-
rity can't be everywhere at once. In
the Voice lately I've heard a lot of talk
about how Security apparently isn't
doing itsjob. My reply to that is come
and work a shift with me, and well see
if you still feel the same.
Plenty ofpeople seem to be running
off at the mouth with complaints, but
I've heard few solutions suggested.
Ill save you a little trouble and elimi-
nate some of the bright ideas you
might have. First of all, aside from
posting a guard at every building,
how are you supposed to monitor
them all at once? Second, people say
why don't they just change all the
locks on campus? Sure, I bet the
College would love to, as soon as
someone's father donates the $3 mil-
lion it would take to do that Here is
another great solution I've heard: why
not install video cameras in all the
dorms? That's a great idea, however,
it would cost more than changing all
the locks. In addition, just think-eve- ry
time you and your friends get
rip snorting drunk Security can sit
back and use the camera to watch you.
What's that you say? Cameras are a
bad idea? That's what I thought you'd
say.
The question you must ask then is
what can be done REASONABLY?
NOTE: Letters can
MARGUERITE JOHNSTON
sophomore
"With the decline of the U.SJL, the
U.S. is the lone superpower. I think
we have to be careful not to misuse
this power'
My reply to that is make sure your
stuff is covered under your parents
insurance. See that all ofyour stuff is
engraved with your name. If it's pos-
sible lock things up (like they do at the
computer center). Always keep your
doors and windows locked, that in-
cludes the main doors to your dorm
that you all love to prop open. Over
breaks take as much with you as you
can. If you're flying home, see if a
friend could take it, or go in with a
bunch of people and rent a storage
bam. I know you're all thinking that's
work, but is it better to do a little work
or have all of your stuff stolen?
I know everyone wants to point a
finger it's natural Tm not saying it's
all right but ifyou must point, point to
the right place. Maybe instead of
pointing at Security you should point
at housing.. I mean let's face it, if
absolutely no one, including direc-
tors, were allowed in dorms and houses
they would be much easier to keep an
eye on. Furthermore, where is the
deans staff while all this is going on?
Are they all asleep or what? At the
very least they could be offering a
SUBSTANTIAL reward, or offer to
pay at least the deductible on insur-
ance policies to cover these thefts. .
No one is perfect and everyone is
uptight about what has been happen-
ing. However, by accusing people of
not doing their jobs without being
there, pointing fingers or offering sug-
gestions about how to solve the prob-
lem aren't accomplishing anything.
MATT FISHER
sophomore
not exceed 300 words
SETH CARPIEN
junior
"It's about time."
Separate parent from president;
Clinton's decision not hypocritical
There are misconceptions that need
corrected about President Clinton.
Firstly, the decision by the Clintons
to send daughter Chelsea to private
school was not a bad one. Although
Lydia Amerson may have had a won-
derful education at her inner-cit-y
school, most such schools areswamps
of drugs and guns; and unfortunately,
most private schools are better than
their public counterparts. We should
applaud Bill and Hillary Clinton for
making the correct parental choice-f- or
it was asparents that they chose to
send Chelsea to the Friends School.
Where do critics, who aren't even
.married, much less parents, get off
condemning the Clintons for making
a parental decision? Any form of
respect for the First Family would
include allowing Bill Clinton, parent,
to be separate from B ill Clinton, Presi-
dent. As for the example of Amy
Carter, I should think that people
Clinton's school choice a statement;
let his political actions fix problem
It seems that virtually everyone is
condemning President Bill Clinton's
choice of a private school for his
daughter as hypocritical.
President Clinton's stance on edu-
cation was not that he simply believed
in public schools, but that he believed
they were vital enough to warrant
active improvements. The only thing
Clinton would have provenby send-
ing his daughter to an inner-tyt- y pub-
lic school would be that they need
improvement, because of the poor
education she would have received.
People counter that because of his
daughters poor educational environ-
ment, Clinton would feel obligated to
improve public schools. This is as
ludicrous as saying he should drop a
bowling ball on his foot so he will be
Iraq?
Compiled by ALF
MEG BRAUN .
sophomore
"It gives me nightmares. I think it
goes against any idea of peace and it
won't solve anything.'
would agree with me when I guess
that DC has gotten worse in the past
12 years--it was the homocide capital
of the country for a few years. Yes,
Chelsea would learn things in public
school that she won't at the Friends
School, but the First Daughter doesn't
need to know how to disarm a crack-hea- d
of his 9mm automatic pistol,
which can be bought in Virginia.
Another misconception is the
middle-clas-s tax cut. Clinton has said
that the cut may not be implemented
as promised, but this isn't his fault
Less than two weeks ago, the Trea-
sury Department announced that the
deficit is $300 billion more than what
President Bush said it would be. So
consider that tax cut a promise made
by Democrats, but broken by Repub-
licans.
DREW NICHOLSON
senior
obligated to improve health care. A
13-year--
old girl should not have to
sacrifice her education in order to let
her father make a political statement.
Yes, Amy Carter did go to a public
school. However, I feel that Wash-
ington, D.C. has much different pub-
lic schools now that it did in the 70's.
The public education system has been
steadily declining for over 20 years.
In my opinion, the best policy is to
leave Chelsea Clinton alone. Let her
father enact changes on public educa-
tion from the outside, rather than forc-
ing him to struggle on the inside.
Making a political statement is hardly
as important as taking political action.
MATTHEW JAMES HERMAN
sophomore
THOMPSON, Public Opinion Editor
Photos by BRITTANY BULLARD
CHRIS BROWN
junior
"I support it 100. I'd like to see
more forceful action taken."
Violence and
savagery in The
Company
continuedfrom page 6
was to be spared.
Double-cros- s is an ugly word Doc,
but there sure has been a lot of strange
coincidences going on that haven't
made me feel very confident in my
situation with The Company.
I've also been gettingalotof strange
and ominous questions lately. For
example why was there a security
officer stationed in front of the book-
store while some freak, probably on
The Payroll, is waltzing in and out of
our dormitories and casually making
off with everything we own. What's
up with that? Keith James and Cap-
tain Foster said that the bookstore
guard was off-dut-y and was paid by
Ed Runser for the additional security
butldon'tliketheirstory. Foster and
James areboth Company Men (though
their status is being questioned by our
superiors even as we speak) and you
know what they say about Company
Men.
I'm not writing this to be hostile
Doc. I just thought I'd let you know
where I stand on a few things. Oh
yeah, and in regards to what I said
earlier aboutmy fees for the Voice job
... welf you can forget all that "busi-
ness relationship bullsh-- L I want my
money now, up front, payable in the
coin of the realm.
You have no place in this business
Copeland and soon you will be croaked
and rolled along with other recent
Company failures. Don t try to call
me, my phone has been disconnected
and soon I will disappear into the
depths of Armington so even your
best men won't be able to find me.
We will talk again when the time
comes, but until then ....
Y
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Wednesday, Jan. 20
Vendor Sale: Loving Life
Jewelry and Accessories,
Lowry Lobby. 10 a.m. - 7 pjn.
Video Night, The Under-
ground, S.50. 8 p.m. -- Major
League lOpjn. -- La Bamba
Friday, Jan. 22
Happy Hour!! The Under-
ground - 5-6:- 45 pjn.
Video Night, The Under-
ground, S.50 8 p.m. --
Manhunter
Red Pin Special Night! Win
free games at Scot Lanes 9 pjn.
-- Up-m!
Saturday, Jan. 23
Travel Trip to Kent State
Library and Ice Skating! II
am. - o p.m. - Kegistcr at Lowry
Front Desk
Mateer, 7:30 p.m.. 10 p.m., &
Midnight - S 1 Film: Silence of
the Lambs
Scot Lanes brings you
Moonlight Bowling! Free shoe
rental 1 1 p.m. - 12:30 a.m.
Sunday, Jan. 24
Bowling League Begins, 7
p.m. - Scot Lanes
7:30 - Mateer, Free Classic
Film: Frida
Lincoln Center
i i 1 1 i !v.. -- :
j. --) it 1 t r , ( lv...
ft i jiul mr ' 3 ; 'rfsd lOTO rL-v- il
THE LIVE WIRE
SHA WN PERR Y - A UE Editor
FEBRUARY
Suzanne Vetga
Wednesday.way. February 3
Marshall Tucker Band
Thursday. February 4 -
- Cleveland Agora
Cleveland Agora
J.!. 111. !3Wfrmim j till
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music crosses
photo provided by Texaco Metropolitan Opera International Radio network
This year marks the 53rd consecutive season of the Texaco-Metropolit- an Opera, broadcasting live from the
Lincoln Center Metropolitan Opera House in New York City. The 20-we- ek broadcast schedule includes
many of the most revered and well known operas in the history of the genre. The highlight of this season will
include Wagner's Complete "Ring" Cycle, Mozart's popular "Die Zauberflote," and the World Premiere
broadcast of The Voyage" by renowned contemporary composer Philip Glass. The broadcasts are heard
throughout the United States and Canada every Saturday afternoon and can be heard here locally on
WCWS, 90.9 FM.
Thelonious Monster
Saturday, February 6 - Phantasy Nite Club
Night Ranger
Thursday. February 11 - Cleveland Cafe
Emerson Lafce & Palmer
Friday , February 12 Palace Theater
The Rerribrandts ' ' -
Sunday, February 14 - Cleveland Agora
JudeCole
: 'Mondayf February 22 -- Peabodys Down UnderIzzv Stradlm
Wednesday, Feb. 24 - Peabodys Down Under ;
For octet information on most of these shows, call the TicketAfaster
' ' Outlet: ,, '
In Cleveland: la Akron:.
aW 241-555- 5 (216)945-940- 0
111? iHilii?
A Few Good Men
7:00 & 9:40
Aladdin
7:10 & 9:00
Don't Throw Shoes comedy troupe,
named 984th Point of Light by Bush,
to perform in Underground Thursday
JUSTIN BOYD
Assistant A&E Editor
Woostcr's comedy troupe, "Don't
Throw Shoes," will perform Thurs-
day at 10 pjn. in the Underground.
Since their last all-camp- us perfor-
mance, the Shoes have been busy
doing smaller events (such as an SRO
show at Millersburg General Hospi-
tal, which, by the way, was hailed in
one Millersburg daily as "the funniest
thing since old Major Tucker tried to
drive that tractor back in 72'.")
They also made an appearance at
the Political Science Department's
election night party for an intimate
crowd of politicos. The show was
well received despite the protests of
stumbling die-har-ds who wouldrather
have seen the election numbers roll by
even after Clinton had it clinched.
Sorry guys.
Here is a little known fact con-
cerning the election. In a last-ditc- h
effort to gamer support from people
with a sense of humor (considered to
be one of the key voting blocks of the
election and a notable absence from
the Bush campaign). President George
Bush named "Don't Throw Shoes"as
the 9840i Point of Light.
The honor was presented to the
Shoes in absentia at the White House
college airwaves
1
c
J
just days before the election. In a
press conference. Bush said "I've al-
ways thought the Shoes captured the
true spirit of America in their songs. I
know my life would never have been
the same without their music." Shoes
members were unavailable for com-
ment, but rumors of an upcoming
album abound.
The Jan. 28 show will be the final
appearance this school year of Shoe
Matt Seaman (94). He will be mak-
ing a pilgrimage this semester to the
British Isles in order to study first-
hand the ancient Celtic-Druid- ic tradi-
tion of comedy-impro- v. Seaman feels
"Don't Throw Shoes" could benefit
greatly from a study of their roots.
.There's a lot of funny stuff about
Stonehenge. I just think ritual sacri-
fice is an arena we've never fully
explored." The Shoes wish him well.
Thursday night's show will con-
sist of new skits as well as the usual
sampling of straight improvisation.
Themes covered range from the re-
cent rash of on-camp- us thievery to the
ongoingsagaof Joey Buttafuoco. The
show promises to be much yuks and
cheap. Take it from Vice President
for Academic Affairs, Stanton HaJes,
"Don'tThrowShoes,aglass of water,
and two baskets of popcorn for a
buck, gee, what a deal."
The Orb starts
a revolution,
leaves behind
dance music
RECORD REVIEW
TODD ANDERSON
Staff Writer
Ambiance (aN-byaNs- ") n. The
special or distinctive atmosphere
surrounding or encircling a per-
son, place, or thing.
Almostayearandseveral fluffy
clouds ago, the Orb released their
critically acclaimed first long
player "The Orb's Adventures
Beyond the Ultra world". This
extraordinary blend of dub beats,
samples, and transmissions has
opened doors to a new soundscape
of music called ambiance.
Leaving conventional dance
music behind, the Orb has liter-
ally started a revolution, and the
effects will probably be felt in all
types of pop music for years to
come. Already, the. indie troop
Primal Scream converted to cre-
ate their latest chart topping LP
"Screamadelica" (which was par-
tially produced by the Orb).
Headed by super DJ Dr. Alex
Patterson and his sidekick Thrash,
the Orb has now completed its
second master piece entitled "UF
Orb". Which appears to be a step
up from "the Ultraworld".
Patterson has incorporated a few
different bass drums and started to
experiment with new forms of
dub. The result is a double CD (or
triple LP) that spans over two
hours, charting unknown lands and
laying the foundations for new
ones.
Patterson was able to employ
the help of Jah Wobble (ex-PIL- ),
Steve Hillage to record "The Blue
Room". Which upon its release
was the lengthiest single in
Britain's music history(over 45
minutes). However, the tracks
Towers of Dub, ' Close Encoun-ters'.a- nd
'Majestic' steal theshow.
All three, which total a mere 36
minuets, incorporate all aspects
of Patterson's attributes. Which
include hard beats, imaginative
samples, and a flowingness that
few others can create.
So, keep your eyes open for
'UF Orb, and watch for the Orb
on tour. And, maybe you too can
feel the Orb experience.
ART
EXHIBIT
The 1993 Juried
Student Art Exhibit
will be on display in
the Frick Art Museum
through Feb. 28.
r
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1 Bill Keane is on
vacauon-n-is son
Billy is filling in
I was going to
write this col-
umn about this
week's pledg
Humor CoJumniit
ing activities but
I realized that there just isn't that
much humor in bestiality.
Instead I think 111 adress the recent
changes in Late Night television pro-
gramming. In case you have had the
fortune of just crawling out from un
der Admiral John Stockdale's pile of
dirty underwear, you know that NBC
talk show host David Letterman has
recently been bought out by CBS for
a hefty 14 million dollars a year. For
our more musically inclined readers.
that means that there is going to be a
vacuum on NBC's late night line-u-p.
Which is why I am now proposing
that, instead of simply accepting this,
we should organize a massive grass
roots campaign to send Spiro Agnew
into the NBC late night slot
I think that Spiro Agnew would be
perfectfor the Letterman slot because
I've been spying him for the last year
and a half and Iknow that he repre-
sents the interests of the American
public. Not to mention that he has just
gotten mamed to an illegal auen so
that he can stay in the country. Allow
me to let you in on the typical eve-
nings activities for our nation's most
ex ex-vice-presi- dent:
7:00p.m.- - Return from dinner. On
most nights Mr. Agnew dines at one
of the many Boise area Denny's. He
then sits in his lazy-bo- y recliner and
begins to watch TV.
7:17p.m.- - Spiro recieves the same
phone call from ex-vice-presi- dent
Mondale every night The conversa-
tion goes like this:
Mondale: "Spiro, Hi!! I'm going
sky-divi- ng naked tonight do you want
to come along?"
Spiro: "No thanks, I think 111 just
watch TV instead.'
7:42p.m.- - Spiro recieves another
phone call, this time from Zsa Zsa
Gabor. It goes like this:
Gabon 1 want you Spiro. I need
you. Make love to me tonight or I'll
kill myself."
SriitK "No tharMIthinklTl watch
TV instead."
7J7pjrt--Spiro Agnew remembers
that he had better get cracking to send
in his tax forms on time. He pulls out
pen and paper to start working but is
halted by a nasty paper-cu- t.
8:37p.m.- - The bleeding stops and
Spiro, forgetting whathe was going to
do, decides it must have been impor-
tant, or he wouldn't have been so
upset about not remembering it.
Since it was something imporant
he decides that could only mean he
had to go to the bathroom.
11:38p.m.- - Spiro returns from the
bathroom, exhausted, to go to bed
next to the sleeping form of Qrye
Chu. He has, once again, forgotten to
fill out his tax returns.
We have no choice but ro force
NBCtoputSpiro inLetterman'snow
vacant spot My motto is "Ifa spot is
vacant it's got to be Spiro s!"
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Sports forum
Voice decision to use 'Fighting Scots'
spurned those who chose 'Lady Scots'
To the Voice Sports Editors:
I am writing to you on behalf of
the Women's Athletic Association
concerning your decision to refer to
women's sports teams as the Fight-
ing Scots.
We question the steps you look in
making this decision-o- ot whether
or not "Fighting" is more appiopri-at- e
than "Lady Scots.
There's obviously an important
rift in meaning, and L personally,
support the spirit behind thechange.
However, there i3 also an impor-
tant history behind the naming of
our sports teams. When women
first started playing on this campus,
male athletes were theFighting Scots
and female athletes were the
Scomes. In 1985acommioee, which
included the W.A-- A, coaches, ath-
letic directors, and Sports Informa-
tion Director John Finn, discussed
changing the name and conducted a
campus poll in order to invoke that
change. Students chose"Lady
Scots from a list of other choices,
which included "Women Scots" and
the "Fighting Scots."
Both News Services and the
Waxier Daily Record have since
Female athletes work hard as well;
the new Voice sports policy will stand
The Voice, while a school funded
newspaper, is just like any other
publication across the country. The
editors have the authority and the
obligation to determine what goes
in and what does not, as well as how
it is delivered to the public
It was the opinion of the sports
editors, as well as the staff that
refering to female athletes asTight-in- g
Scots" was the way we felt they
should be referred.
In response to the WAA. sug-
gestion that we ask female athletes
bow they feel, that a where the
Voice originally got the idea for the
change. Several athletesappium.hed
stating they fell that beingcalled
"The Lady Scots" while the men
were called "The Fighting Scots"
gave ihe impression that women do
not compete as strongly or work as
hard as their male counterparts.
It was the decision of the sports
editors, with the support of the staff,
to change from referring to the
women athletes as "Lady Scots" lo
"Fighting Scots."
Regardless of what is thought
about our decision jt will stay. It is
a Voice policy just as it is to call
wt"";j,s,i;;t: - 0M
Roc . uaadlins: Tuecdavi
used "Lady Scots," and still do. It
is also the name that appears on our
college brochures, uniforms, and
announcements. To other schools,
prospective students, and the gen-
eral public we are the Lady Scots.
The change which appears only
in the Voice and nowhere else is an
arbitrary and superficial one, an
inconstency in naming.
We ask that you talk with Chris
Hart (WAA. J advisor), other
coaches of women's teams. Bill
McHenry, and John Finn about the
history behind the Lady Scots.
Women athletes have to wear the
name; ask them how they feeL
If a change needs to be made,
then together we should take the
route toward making that change
meaningful without overstepping
the admissions office, athletes,
coaches, and sports writers who
have worked hard tocreate theLady
Scots.
APRIL HECK
President of W.A.A.
RESPONSE
students in their first year "first-years- ."
If you have noticed, both
News Services and ibcDaity Record
refer to first year students as fresh-
men. That seems inconsistent with
the school's policy.
AtWooster where gender equity
is strongly stressed.referring lo male
and female athletes the same way is
the right thing. To claim that this
change is insignificant is to say the
political correctness this campus
preaches ismeaningless. One might
argue that how can you differenti-
ate tetween men and women ifyou
do not call them different names?
If the men were referred to as the
"Scots" not the "Fighting Scots,"
then calling the women "Lady
Scots" makes sense. But to call the
men "Fighting Scots" while calling
the women just "Lady Scots," as if
the women are playingjust for rec-
reation is ridiculous. Therefore the
change is going to stay.
PETER JAMES
Sports Editor
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Hart wins
MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
Assistant Sports Editor
Even though a tough 66-5-8 loss to
Ohio Wesley an ended their four,
game winning streak, the Fighting
Scot women's basketball team (9--5
overall, 6-- 3 NCAC) rebounded and
won Wednesday night's game aginst
Denison 56-4-8. Coach Chris Hart
picked up ber win number 1 00 in the
Denison game.
"We played well against Denison.
We bounced back well after the loss
to Ohio Wesleyan," stated Hart.
At Ohio Wesleyan, the Scots got
off to a very slow, sloppy start, turn-
ing the ball over 14 times within the
first 15 minutes of the contest.
Wooster came back strong and led
by three at the half, 31-2- 8.
The Scots' lead evaporated early
in the second half, and Ohio
Wesleyan proved to be too strong in
downing the Scots and handing them
Mullin named athlete of the week
It isdfficultenoughformost people
to jump off of a high dive, much less
do a couple of flips and land right side
up in the water. Junior diver Becky
Mullin claims that she doesn't know
what possesses her to want to throw
her body offofa 3-m- eter spring board.
"It's insanity I guess," claimed
Mullin laughing.
Mullin, this week's athlete of the
week, is a three-ye- ar veteran of the
sport and this year's diving captain.
"Diving is such an integral part of
my life," she said. "We have such a
long season. It seems like I'm never
not diving."
But the sport is relatively new to
Mullin. Growing up she was very
involved with gymnastics, spending
more than eight years competing and
coaching. She did not begin diving
until she came to Wooster.
"Wooster didn't have a gymnastics
team and I warn to continue athletics
in college," said Mullin. "So diving
seemed a natural choice,"
Mullin claims that diving is 90
mental which is what makes the sport
so challenging.
"You get to a point where your
body can do the dives,"she said. It is
just getting up there every meet and
throwing them like you know you
Fighting Scots
continued from backpage
ketbaH from start to finish in avenging
an earlier loss to the Big Red. This
contest was different in that Denison's
lop two players did not play.
Regardless, Wooster played some
of its best basketball of the season in
downing Denison. Wooster turned
the ball over only eight times and
offereda hn lancrd scoring acack. Four
Scots scored in double figures.
Buchanan scored 16, Cline had 14.
ICOth game
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
their third conference loss.
Two Scots played particularly well
for the Scots in the losing cause.
Senior post LaSonya Crawl scored
16 points and pulled down 13 re-
bounds, while senior wing Bridget
Smoot added 11 points and four
boards.
We got off to a very slow start,
and we didn't take care of the bas-
ketball," said Hart
The Scots turned things around by
winning in Granville against the
Denison Big Red. The game proved
to be tight thixwghout Wooster led
by only two at 27-2-5 at the end of
twenty minutes of play. Denison
made it close, but Wooster turned it
on and ended up winning eight.
Shooting proved to be the difference
in this one. The Scots shot 463
percent (25-5- 4) from the floor, while
I ATHLETE OF THE WEEK I
-
Diver Becky Muffin
can.
She says that she uses mental imag-
ery to help give top performances and
even admits to talking to herself be-
fore each dive.
Too can probably see my lips
moving when I'm about to start a
dive," said Mullin. "I'm telling my
have rematch with Wittenberg
junior guard Doug Meinen had 12,
and sopbomore forward Scott Mecca
added 10 points.
The Scots also played tremendous
defense, allowing the Big Red a piti-fuI29Jpercerjt(12-41)shoo- tirigfrom
the field.
'The defense was very good. Con-
sidering they were witfxxa their two
best players, we should've won. We
did play precy well," said Moore.
Tomorrow evening, Wooster will
travel to Springfield to take on
at Wooster
Denison shot only 36.4 percent (20-5-5)
from the field. Again playing
well for the Scots were Crawl and
SmooL Crawl scored 11 points,
pulled down 10 rebounds, and regis-
tered three blocked shots. Smoot
chipped in 14 points and eight re-
bounds. Also playing well was first-ye- ar
post Catina Taylor who added
18 points, four rebounds, and four
steals."Bridget (Smoot) and Sonya
(Crawl) have been playing very well
for us," said Hart.
The Fighting Scots look to avenge
an early season lopsided loss they
suffered against Wittenberg when
they host the Ti gers tomorrow night.
SCOT NOTES: Crawl leads the
NCAC in rebounding (115 per
game) and blocked shots (1.6 per
game) Wooster is second in the
NCAC in rebound margin (12.1
per game) Crawl leads the team
in scoring (155 points per game and
rebounding.
self to just do the dive. Before each
one I always think: "Mind in neutral.
Onerwothree then I start"
While Mullin claims that diving is
chalkrigmgandexhiljerating,shesays
that it can also be very humbling.
rSmacking the water really brings
you back into reapry," claimed Muffin,
"You start thinking your really good,
then SMACK!"
Muffin can tell many diving horror
stories. Diving is definitely notfor the
weak of heart Probably the worst
story is of the time she bruised ber
face so badly that she looked like a
raccoon with two black eyes.
"That one happened right before
parent's weekend my first-ye- ar here,"
said Mullin. "My parents came to
Wooster to see me for the first time
since they sent me off to college and
when they saw my face, they were
more than a little bit concerned."
Mullin has two goals for herself
this season. The first is to help the
team be successful by scoring as many
points in meets and conference as she
can. The second is to achieve All-NC-AC
standing. That would mean
Mullin would have to place sixth or
betterat Conference Cbampkmships.
Diving isn't Muffins only activity.
She keeps herself busy being a reli-
gious studies major, a Residents As-
sistant and a member of J-bo- ard.
Wittenberg, the team to beat in the
NCAC this season.
The Tigers won a heartbreaking
contest in overtime earlier in the year
at Wooster. The Scots win be looking
to avenge that loss.
"We'll be trying lo take care of the
basketball. We turned the ball over
too many times the first time weplayed
them. We need to execute well on
offense and play well against
Wittenberg's pressure man-to-ma-n,"
stated Moore.
1
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Wrestling grapples
for some recognition
"
"
photo by JOSHUA FAG ANS
Juniors Chris Macky and Win Repenning go up for the block during last weekend's competition,
Men's volleyball continues trek to repeat
Open conference
play with wins over
Earlham and Witt
CHRIS MACKY
Staff Writer
For the College of Wooster men's
volleyball team this year's goal is
quite simple: win a third straight
NCAC championship. "I want to
dominate this conference," stated co-capt- ain
Brekke Jacobson.
All of us know we can do it if we
work hard enough. We only lost one
starter from last year's squad and we
gained some very talented newcom-
ers," added co-capt-ain Chris Macky.
Wooster began their defense of the
conference championship when they
This ttcck'g
--IS
This week's question is:
Who was the last player to win
the NBA scoring title besides
Michael Jordan?
Each week the Sports Editors
offer you the reader, the opportu-
nity to win $5. All you have to do
is be the first to call the Voice
office at x2598 with the correct
answer, and you win the cash prize.
battled Earlham and Wittenberg last
Sunday in each team's first confer-
ence match-u- p. Wooster defeated
both visiting teams while Wittenberg
ended the day with one win and one
loss.
The first match of the day pitted
Wooster and Earlham. Brimming
with confidence Wooster jumped out
to aquick two game lead by the scores
of 15-- 9, 16-1- 4. Wooster's confidence
caught up to them in the third game,
where Earlham cruised to a 15-- 7 vic-
tory. Wooster got back on track to
finish off the Quakers in the fourth
game 15-- 7 by scoring the final five
points of the match.
"Our confidence really got the best
of us in the third game, but I thought
we did well to get back into focus in
the fourth," stated co-capta- in Brekke
Jacobson after the match.
T-S-hirts
o custom-design-ed for
sections, dubs, and sports
teams, etc
vur own designs printed
in cc!or on high-qualit- y
shirts.
Inexpensive!!
Best Prices in Bulk!
For more info, call Doug at
X-30- 56
After a confidence-buildin- g five
set win over Earlham, Wittenberg,
with momentum on their side, coasted
to a 1 5-- 7 win over Wooster in the first
game of the final match. Wooster
began to roll, though, and handily
won the second game 15-- 7 to send to
the match into a third and final, rally-scori- ng
affair. Since every serve re-
sulted in a point, the game was very
strenuous for both teams. The lead
fluctuated while changing hands five
times, but the final score was 15-1- 3.
Macky was pleased yet apprehen-
sive after the two wins. "I think we
played well considering the limited
practice time we have had up until
now. Iknow we have a lot of room for
improvement both as individuals and
as a team."
This Sunday they host The Uni-
versity of Toledo A and B at 1 pjn.
Uptown
Downtown
Thrift
Boutique
250 West North St.
Wooster 262-973- 5(Acnmtnm the Woottr Food Co-o- p)
Specializing; in designer
labels and jewelry:
- Forenza
- Banana Republic
-- GAP
-- J. Crew
- LX. Bean
with selections UNDER $10.00
Junior Carpien
trying to establish
Wooster club team
PETER JAMES
Sports Editor
You may have wondered why a
midwestem school such as Wooster
would not have a wrestling club, let
alone a varsity team. The answer is
that we used to have a wrestling team
years ago, but for several reasons was
dropped and has yet to return.
For years the college had a wres-
tling team, back when they were in the
Ohio Athletic Conference, during the
1960'sand70's.
They were coached by Phil Shipe,
who was employed on a full-ti- me
basis. After he retired a part-tim- e
coach was brought in.
But in 1983 when the North Coast
Athletic Coast Conference was
formed, Wooster left the Ohio Ath-
letic Conference to join. But this new
conference did not include wrestling
as a varsity sport Wooster had no
choice but to drop it's wrestling pro-
gram.
Wooster currently has men's club
volleyball team. They are in the same
predicament as the wrestling team.
In the NCAC men's volleyball is
not a sport. But students interested in
playing volleyball moved on their own
to form a club. It has been so success-
ful that it may become a varsity sport
soon.
Those interested in wrestling are
trying to do the same thing. Junior
Seth Carpien has been trying now for
three years to start a wrestling club at
Wooster. He has been unable to do so
for a couple of reasons.
The biggest obstacle in the forma-
tion of the wrestling club is the prob-
lem of liability. Wrestling involves a
lot of contact and there is a strong risk
ofinjury. Therefore, the school wants
to be protected if anything should
happen to a wrestler. That means a
coach with some experience in wres
w Free 6-fo- ot sub from Subway to the
A loudest cheering group, team, club or
section atSaturday's women's basketball
game ( 2 pm vs. Wittenberg)
Financial aid:
tling needs to be present whenever the
club practices.
That is why the men's rugby team
was banned from campus last year.
They had no supervisor and the school
did not want to be liable if an injury
occured.
Carpien had been unable to find a
coach until this year. But the person
he found wanted to be paid for his
time, meaning the school would have
to appropriate more money to the club
than they wished.
Another problem the club faces is
the availability of facilities. The wres-
tling team used to practice where the
weight room currently is, but the
weight room obviously will not be
moved.
According to athletic director Bill
McHenry there really is nowhere to
practice during the winter. "There is
no way they could have any facilities.
They could not have any until after
spring break."
Despite these problems, Carpien is
still optimistic that a club can be
formed. "I'm hoping to bring a pro-
posal before the administration to see
if they want the responsibility.'
If the proposal is accepted, Carpien
says "the club will start next year,
during the winter after the football
season. Many of the football players
are interested in wrestling."
If the proposal is accepted by the
school,Carpien plans to practice three
times a week, in the auxiliary gym
where the baseball team currently
takes batting practice during the win-
ter. A schedule would need to be
worked out between the two teams.
If you are anticipating either the
volleyball or wrestling clubs to be-
come varsity, do not count on it.
A new NCAA rule, (actually it is
ova two decades old but has not
really been enforced until recently),
called Title IX, says that the funding
for men's and women's team is sup-
posed to be equal and that for every
men's team added there ha to be a
womens team added. So do not look
for either of these teams to become
varsity sports in the near future.
The Financial aid Office has received applications for the Paul
Douglas Teacher Scholarship Program. Eligibility requirements for
this scholarship are:
1
. Be a U.S. citizen or an eligible non-citiz-en
.2. Be an Ohio resident
3. Ranked in the top 1 0 of your high school
graduating dass
4. Be pursuing a course of study which will
lead to a teacher certif ication
Application deadline: March 12
The Financial Aid Office has information on 12 outside scholarships
currently available. Stop in to see if you may qualify for any of them.
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RESULTS
MEN'S BASKETBALL
OWU 62, Woosia-6- 0
Wooster 67, Denison32
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
OWU66, Wooster 53
Wooster 56, Denison48
SWIMMING & DIVING
Men 162, Wittenberg 74
Women 177, Wittenberg 65
QUOTES OF
THE WEEK
"I don't think Kristi wants to
go up there and freeze her
tush off to get something she's
already got.
EvyScotvold, a top US. Skating
coach, on whether Olympic
figure skating gold medalist
Kristi Yamaguchi will try for
gold in thenext WinterOlympics.
"I'm keeping a tape of this
game, and I'm going to keep
the balL I'm going to get all
the guys here to sign the ball
and put it in my trophy case. I
don't have a lot of trophies
here."
Dallas Mavericks coach Gar
Heard, after his team's third
win andfirst since he was hired
on Jan. 13.
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Swimmers race past Wittenberg decisively
KRISTEN WHTTAKER
Staff Writer
In front of a large crowd, the
Wooster men's and women's swim-
ming teams defeated conference ri-
vals Wittenberg in convincing fash-
ion. The men trounced the Tigers
162-7- 4 and the women's score was
equally impressive at 177-6- 5.
"We were surprised by this meet,"
said Wooster head coach Keith
Beckett. We expected a much closer
race, but our team was very focused
and driven and performed very well."
Assistant coach Brian Vereb ech-
oed this sentiment adding, "It was a
surprise the scores were so far apart,
especially since the Wittenberg coach
had publicly predicted our defeat early
on in the season."
Despite the predictions of the
Wittenberg coach, the Wooster teams
started the meet in impressive fash-
ion. In the women's 400 yard medley
relay, two of Wooster's relay teams
overpowered the top Wittenberg re-
lay to take first and second place. The
men's relay team then engineered a
come from behind swim in the butter-
fly leg of the race to win their event.
These first two races set the tone for
the rest of the meet for both men and
women. The women won every race
but two and completely swept the top
three places in two races.
First-ye- ar standout, Debbie King,
led the scoring with three individual
victories, taking first in 200 yard
breasts troke (2:35.08). the 500 yard
freestyle (5:24.19), and the 200 yard
individual medley (2:15.19). Her time
in the individual medley established a
new Wooster pool record.
Junior Ail-Americ- an Tammy
Bchringer also had an outstanding
meet with two individual wins and a
Fighting Scots
Moore reaches
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SWIMMING & DIVING
relay victory. She won the 200 yard
freestyle (2:02.02) and the 200 yard
butterfly (2:16.82). First-ye- ar Jen
Hudson and senior captain Kristen
Whi taker finished second and third
respectively in the butterfly to shut
the Tigers out in that event
The women also swept the Tigers
in the 1000 yard freestyle. First-ye- ar
Suzanne Whi taker captured the race
with a time of 11:26.06 and was fol-
lowed in second and third by senior
Laura Ullman and juniorcaptain Lynn
Whipkey respectively.
The women also took first and sec-
ond in another event, the 200 yard
backstroke. First-ye- ar Peggy Teale
won the race (2:20.15) with junior
teammate Katy Schnell close behind
in second (2:20.65).
Junior diving captain Becky Mullin
took first on both boards with some
impressive dives while first-ye- ar Liz
Hclstein dove exhibition in an at-
tempt to make her second set of na-
tional qualifying scores. She came up
just short by only nine points.
The men's team also put together
an impressive set of victories in de-
feating the Tiger men. Wooster's
distance swimmers completely shut
out Wittenberg in the 1000 yard
freestyle and the 500 yard freestyle.
In the 1000, senior captain Tom
Hungerfcrdtcokfirst,scf)hornorePaul
Caviglia took second, and first-ye- ar
Derek Longbrake took third. Later, in
the 500 yard freestyle, Caviglia won
the event (4:58.06) followed in sec-
ond and third by Hungerford and first-ye- ar
Rob Krohn respectively.
Krohn also swam well in the 200
yard individual medley, taking first
with a time of 2:09.09. Other out- -
stunned at home by Ohio Wesleyan, 62-6- 0;
200 win-plate- au with victory over Denison
photo by JOSHUA FAG ANS
Junior point guard Mike Morgan tries to elude an Ohio Wesleyan
defender in OWU's 62-- 0 win over the Scots. Wooster led by nine at
halftime, before allowing a second-hal- f explosion by OWU. The
Scots bounced back in a 67-3- 2 win against Denison on Wednesday.
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Junior captain Lynn Whipkey took
freestyle on Saturday. The women
standing performances by the men
included the one-tw-o punch by jun-
iors Chad Coffman and Mark
Groynom who took first and second
in the 200 yard freestyle (1 :S222 and
1:5638). In addition, junior Mike
Baas dominated the 200 yard back-
stroke winning the event in 2:14.74.
The men divers fared well, taking
both first and second on both boards.
Junior Dave DUuzio won the 1 and 3
MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
Assistant Sports Editor
To borrow a phrase out of U2's
repertoire, the Wooster men's basket-
ball team still hasn't found what it's
looking for. What Coach Steve
Moore's Scots (9-- 6 overall, 5-- 4
NCAQ are looking for is consistency
and none was apparent this week as
they split their two games.
Last Saturday, Wooster lost at home
to Ohio Wesleyan 62-6- 0 and on
Wednesday, the Scots defeated an
undermanned Denison squad 67-3- 2.
The Denison victory was Moore's
200lh coaching victory.
Moore stated, "We're disap-
pointed. We have been inconsistent
this year. I think we've been improv-
ing, though. We'll go on from here."
Wooster played well in the first 20
minutes against OWU, taking a nine-poi- nt
lead into the locker room at 32-2- 3.
The Scots played overwhelming
defense, holding OWU to a meager
34.6 field goal percentage (9-26- ). All
they needed to do was play the same
strong defense and to execute on of-
fense as they had effectively done in
the first half.
photo by PAUL BORDEN
third place in the 1000-yar- d
swept the Tigers in the event.
meter events followed in second in
both events by senior Ben Hamlin.
This was an outstanding victory
for our men's team," said Beckett.
The combination of improved emo-tio- n
and performance enabled the men
to have a fine meet"
Both Wooster teams have their work
cut out for them as they travel to
Ken yon College Jan. 23 to face the
reigning national champions.
I MEN'S BASKETBALL 1
Wooster did none of these things in
the second half. Wooster defense
went to sleep, allowing OWU to shoot
a lights-o- ut 78.9 percent from the
floor (15-19- ). The Scots were
outplayed in every aspect of the game
in the second half dropping their
fourth NCAC contest.
Playing well for the Scots in the
losing effort was sophomore forward
Doug Cline who was the game's high
scorer with 20. Cline also chipped in
with eight rebounds and two block
shots. Senior forward Brian Buchanan
added 1 5 points, seven rebounds, and
three assists.
"One of our problems this year has
been maintaining our intensity. We
did not have good concentration. We
have been emphasizing playing for
forty minutes each game, and we did
not do that," commented Moore.
It was a completely different story
when the Scots took on Denison in a
Wednesday evening NCAC matchup.
Wooster played solid, focused bas- -
continued on page 10, col. 3
